Abstract-We describe an improvement of a recent space mapping (SM) modeling approach that uses variable weight coefficients (SM-VWC). Our modification alleviates the main drawback of SM-VWC: the computational overhead related to a separate parameter extraction required for each evaluation of the surrogate model. In our new procedure, the output SM parameters of the surrogate model are obtained by solving a regression problem instead of being determined in the parameter extraction process. This dramatically reduces the evaluation time of the surrogate model. Moreover, the modeling accuracy of the modified technique is even better than the accuracy of the original SM-VWC approach. Examples demonstrate the robustness of our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate and computationally efficient models of microwave components and devices are crucial in many areas such as signal processing, wireless communications and biomedical engineering. Full-wave EM simulations of microwave structures offer high accuracy at the cost of CPU effort, which is undesirable from the point of view of direct statistical analysis and design.
The space mapping (SM) [1] - [3] and neuro-spacemapping concept [3] - [6] address this issue by replacing the CPU-intensive EM-simulation-based "fine" model with a computationally cheap surrogate model. The surrogate model is constructed by composing a fast ''coarse" model usually a circuit equivalent of a microwave structure with suitable auxiliary mappings.
The standard SM modeling methodology [5] provides reasonable accuracy while using a small amount of fine model data. Increasing the amount of fine model data has, however, little or no effect on the accuracy due to parameter extraction being independent of the evaluation point of the surrogate [7] .
SM modeling with variable weight coefficients (SM-VWC) [7] provides better accuracy, but at the expense of the computational overhead related to a separate parameter extraction required for each evaluation of the surrogate. This limits potential applications of the method.
In this paper, we present a modification of the SM-VWC approach, where some of the space mapping parameters are computed by solving a linear regression problem using a set of simple analytical formulas. A regression has a local character (focused on a current evaluation point of the surrogate model) by exploiting the variable-dependent weight factors as in [7] . Therefore [1] - [4] . The model often used in practice (e.g., [5] ) takes the form of RS (X,Pp) = RS (X, A, B, C) = A * RC (B * X + C) and employs both input and output SM. Note that the parameter extraction process (2) is independent of the evaluation point x of the surrogate model. This is the primary reason for which the modeling accuracy of the model (1)- (2) is barely dependent on the number of the base points N.
The space mapping with variable weight coefficients (SM-VWC) [7] uses the parameter extraction defined as 
The SM-VWC model, RSSM-VWC, is defined as in (1), with the parameter extraction (2) replaced by (3)- (5).
It has been demonstrated that SM-VWC gives better accuracy than the standard SM model, and the modeling error can be made as small as required if the base set is sufficiently dense [7] . The drawback of SM-VWC is that each evaluation of the surrogate model (1), (3)- (5) requires a separate parameter extraction, which results in a substantial computational overhead, particularly when a coarse model is evaluated using a circuit simulator.
III. QUICK SM-VWC MODELING The computational complexity of the SM-VWC method can be substantially reduced if the x-dependent parameter extraction (3) is replaced by a standard parameter extraction process (2) performed for some of the SM parameters and analytical calculation of the remaining parameters using the variable weight coefficient principle.
Let us consider the following generic SM model:
Rs(x, p) = Rs(x,A,B,c,d) = A-Rc(B *x+c)+ (6) where A= diag{al, ..., am}, B is nxn matrix, c is nxl vector and d= [d, d2 ... dm]T. The model (6) can be enhanced using the frequency SM and/or implicit SM [5] . Parameters B and c are extracted in the x-independent process as follows (B, c) = arg min N 1 1 | Rf(xk)-Rc (B * x + c) (7) For the sake of convenience, we shall use the notation RS.ISM(x) = RC(Bx+c), where B and c are obtained by (7) .
Parameters A and d are found by solving a linear regression problem
with weighting coefficients Wk determined by (4) . Let us introduce the following notation: (3)). Also, the parameter c in the QSM-VWC model can be easily optimized using crossvalidation [8] , which is rather impracticable for SM-VWC because of the high computational cost of this process.
IV. EXAMPLES
Here, we compare the standard SM modeling [5] (SMStandard), original SM-VWC [7] , and the QSM-VWC method with respect to modeling accuracy as well as the computational complexity the surrogate model.
A. Test Problem Description
Problem 1: Microstrip right-angle bend [9] . The fine model, Fig. l(a) , is analyzed by Sonnet's em [10] . The coarse model is an equivalent circuit shown in Fig. l(b) . Table I shows details of the base sets used in our experiments. The standard SM model (1), SM-VWC, and QSM-VWC use the generic model (6) enhanced by frequency SM [5] . Accuracy was tested using 50 test points randomly distributed in the region of interest. The error measure used was the relative error 11R/x) -R,(x)l / IR/x)lI expressed in percent, where R/x) and RS(x) denote the fine and the respective surrogate model response at a given test point x (here, RS(x) is either RSSM(x), RSsMvwc(x), or RS QsMvwc(x)). To reduce the evaluation time, the parameter extraction process in the SM-VWC model used a relaxed termination condition and exploited only those base points that satisfy Wk(X) > 0.01.
B. Experimental Setup

C. Results and Discussion
Tables II and III show the modeling error and evaluation times for the considered surrogate models. It is seen that the QSM-VWC model provides even better accuracy than the SM-VWC model and it is substantially faster than the latter. In particular, its evaluation time is of the same order of magnitude as the time for the SMStandard and about three orders of magnitude smaller than the time for the SM-VWC model. Therefore, the QSM-VWC model can be used for optimization purposes. All the models are run in the GUI-based SMF system [14] : the evaluation time includes the time required to run the auxiliary procedures including plotting; thus, the above values for SM-Standard and QSM-VWC are only estimates. They are larger than the actual evaluation times. 
